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Glossary 

Kt Propeller Coefficient of Thrust 

Kq Propeller Coefficient of Torque 

IWA Inland Waterways Association 

dB Decibel. In sound measurement, a 10:1 ratio = 10dB, 100:1 = 20dB  

CRT Canal and River Trust 

HVO Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil Fuel 

HP Power measured in Horsepower (0.7457 kW) 

CO2 Carbon Dioxide 

kWh Energy measured in kilowatt hours 

rpm Revolutions Per Minute 

GPS Global Positioning System 

kW Power measured in kilowatts (1.341 HP) 

VRM Victron Remote Management 

N Force measured in Newtons 

MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking (solar panel control system) 
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Executive Summary 

Ortomarine, a narrowboat building company, held a unique trial event 

on 29th May 2021 that saw eight boats with three different forms of 

propulsion cruise from Worcester to Droitwich. 

The emphasis on reducing environmental impact and becoming “green” 

has resulted in hybrid diesel-electric powered boats appearing on the 

inland waterways. This change has been encouraged by the Inland 

Waterways Association (IWA) and Canal and River Trust (CRT), and will be 

essential to meet forthcoming legislation that will preclude the use of 

diesel fuel on new boats. 

Questions have been raised about the suitability of electric power for 

narrowboats, such as whether they have the power to cope with rivers. 

Also, with different systems appearing on the market, boat builders, 

customers, and no doubt equipment suppliers, all have an interest to 

know which type of system is best, or at least, which choices have to be 

made when selecting a system. 

By coincidence, Ortomarine completed the build of their third “serial 

hybrid” system at a time when two of their “parallel hybrid” system boats 

were already at their home base of Droitwich Spa Marina and three of 

their older diesel boats were also available for test. This gave a unique 

opportunity to compare different forms of propulsion. 

At the same time, many parties had determined that “bio diesel” as a fuel 

offered little to the inland waterways user, but a second generation 

“HVO” fuel was gathering much interest. The scope of the trial was 

therefore extended to include comparison of normal diesel fuel with HVO. 

 

A preliminary report described the trial, and summarized the diesel and 

HVO fuel measurements and the energy used by the different boats. The 

report documented simple tests (acceleration, stopping, bollard pull) and 

analysed the power required to operate on the canal section of the trial.  

This final issue of the report extends the analysis to the river section, 

compares of the performance of the different types of propulsion system 

and adds the sound measurements. An estimate of the CO2 emissions of 

the various narrowboat configurations is included. 

 

Key Conclusions from the First Report 

• All the boats in the trial completed the day’s cruise without 

incident. All the electric boats were able to travel upstream on the 

Severn using electric power only, when conditions were “Amber”.  

• Two boats, Oyster Moon and Perseverance, used HVO fuel, with no 

impact on their operation. Within the accuracy of the trial 

measurements, the diesel and HVO trial boats burned the same 
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volume of fuel. The experienced helmsman driving Oyster Moon on 

HVO was very impressed with the clean burn of the fuel, the 

performance and the lack of diesel fumes in locks. 

• A 12-panel solar array generated 2.9 kWh during the trial, even 

though the conditions were overcast for most of the day. Boats with 

smaller arrays generated proportionally smaller amounts of energy. 

• Hybrid boats using electricity from solar panels and battery storage 

needed 9.7kWh to complete the cruise. 

• The energy gathered from solar panels was, at best, one third of 

that required for the cruise. 

• Non-hybrid boats operated at an efficiency of less than 10%, well 

below the maximum efficiency of a diesel engine (typically 25-30%). 

• Hybrid systems using diesel generation to complement solar 

generation have an efficiency between that of non-hybrid boats 

and pure electric power. 

 

Key Conclusions from This Report 

• Electric boats create less noise than conventional boats, and can 

be so quiet that the only sound is that of the wash. 

• Power measurements can be used to identify locations for 

dredging and hence reduce the overall cost of dredging 

operations. 

• Parallel Hybrid installations can halve the fuel burned compared 

with a conventional installation. 

• Serial Hybrid installations can reduce the fuel burned to one third 

that of a conventional installation. 

• The sunshine available on the day of the trial provided as much as 

one third of the energy used during the cruise. 

• Using HVO fuel will reduce the CO2 emissions by 90% compared 

with normal diesel fuel. 

• A model has been developed which allows the fuel consumption, 

and hence CO2 emissions, of normal diesel, parallel hybrid and 

serial hybrid boats to be predicted. 

• Narrowboats compare badly with international emissions targets for 

motor cars, but the technology demonstrated on this trial shows we 

can exceed those targets. 
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Description of the Event 

Ortomarine directors, Caroline Badger and Rob Howdle, put forward the 

idea of a trial to compare the performance of the serial hybrid 

narrowboats they had built, and all the boat owners who were 

approached readily agreed to participate. Thereafter more members of 

the Ortomarine community expressed an interest in joining the trial and so 

the scope of the tests expanded.  

The event was structured to provide answers to some simple questions, 

and to provide data that will improve the performance in the future of 

both new build boats and retrofit systems. The questions to be answered 

were: 

Which is the most efficient form of propulsion? 

A theoretical analysis of system performance (Ref 2) indicates that serial 

hybrid installations should be more efficient than parallel hybrid systems, 

and conventional diesel boats are expected to be least efficient. 

Further, serial hybrid installations are considered an essential first step 

towards sustainable boating (Ref 1). The trial was designed to gather data 

which could underpin these assertions. 

Trial Result: 

• Parallel Hybrid installations can halve the fuel burned compared 

with a standard diesel installation. 

• Serial Hybrid installations can reduce the fuel burned to one third of 

a standard diesel installation. 

Is there a difference between the types of serial hybrid system? 

Different manufacturers each, naturally, promote their serial hybrid 

systems. As the fleet included systems from Fischer Panda, Vetus and Beta 

Marine/Tema, one goal was to quantify the differences between these 

three systems. 

Trial Result: 

The three serial hybrid boats were of similar dimensions, and running on 

electric motors used similar power levels. The efficiency of the different 

generators was not tested. 

On Perseverance, the generator is installed in the bow and this resulted in 

lower noise levels at the helmsman’s position when the generator was 

running. 
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Do Electric Boats Struggle Upstream? 

There will always be a river that even the most powerful boat cannot 

cruise, so the simple question “Can electric boats go upstream?” has 

been restructured to be more qualitative. Within the fleet we had electric 

motors of varying powers and, by choosing to travel up the Severn, we 

hoped to show that electric boats do have the power to travel up our 

longest river. 

Trial Result: 

The stream on the Severn was measured at an average of 1mph, and 

2mph at peak. The electric boats all cruised this river with power in hand. 

What contribution can solar power provide? 

Pessimists point to cloudy English skies, while optimists show that solar 

power can be effective most of the year. Of course, the organisers could 

not control the weather on the day, but this at least provided an 

indication of the part that solar energy can play within a complete 

system. 

Trial Result: 

On the cloudy day of the trial, solar power could contribute about one 

third of the power required. 

What is the best way to operate a Parallel Hybrid boat? 

The way in which a parallel hybrid boat is operated will have an impact 

on the efficiency of the boat.  

Theoretical analysis indicates that the higher the battery charging current 

during diesel operation, the more efficient the overall system. However, 

the lead batteries fitted on the parallel hybrid boats require low “float” 

currents to reach full charge, which reduces the system efficiency. Putting 

these two things together implies that the battery should be operated 

below full charge to maximize system efficiency. 

Another view of parallel hybrid operation is that have the benefit of extra 

power from their diesel engine when operating on rivers, compared to 

the lower power electric motors of the serial hybrid systems. 

The trial will aim to quantify the difference in efficiency of these two 

techniques. One boat will operate on electric motor power on the river 

and start the canal section with a lower state of charge, while the other 

will run its engine throughout the river section. 
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Trial Result: 

The trial was inconclusive with regard to this question, because the boat 

which ran its engine on the river already had fully charged batteries. If 

anything, the trial indicated that it is easy to operate hybrid systems 

suboptimally when recharging lead batteries. 

How much fuel can be saved by turning off a diesel engine in locks? 

Common practice is to leave diesel engines running on tickover when 

waiting for, and passing through, locks. This obviously wastes fuel, and the 

extent of this wastage will be measured during the trials. 

One of the pure diesel boats will aim to turn off the engine as often as 

practical and safe to do so. 

Trial Result: 

There was a fuel saving, but it was marginal and too small to quantify 

reliably. 

How does HVO bio diesel compare to normal diesel fuel? 

It is generally accepted that first generation bio diesel is unlikely to be 

used on the inland waterways. HVO, a second generation fuel, is a far 

more likely option to gain favour.  

The trial will evaluate the difference between HVO and conventional 

diesel fuel, both to see if there are any qualitative issues involved in using 

this fuel, such as ease of engine starting, and to measure any difference 

in consumption. 

Trial Result: 

HVO performed well, and was noticeable in that it did not smell. 
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How do lithium batteries compare with lead batteries? 

Historically the narrowboat “electric” fleet has used lead acid batteries, 

initially because they were the only type of battery able to hold the high 

energy levels required to power a vessel, and more recently because of 

the (real or perceived) price advantage of lead-based chemistries. 

The newest boat in the fleet was fitted with lithium batteries and so there 

was the opportunity to consider the performance of the different 

chemistries. 

Trial Result: 

The battery chemistry made no impact on the performance of the boats. 

Comment: There is a theoretical improvement in efficiency with Lithium 

batteries because higher charge rates (and hence higher generator 

efficiencies) can be maintained as the batteries reach full charge. 

Conversely, lead batteries are well suited to solar charging at higher 

states of charge, which was not reflected in the trial. 

Would changing propeller make a difference to efficiency? 

Different propeller manufacturers recommend propellers of different 

diameter and pitch for the same boat, so it is likely that some boats are 

operating with suboptimal propellers. Furthermore, the characteristics 

which were needed for diesel engine boats, such as not producing too 

much thrust at idle and having a low enough inertia to engage without 

stopping the engine, do not apply to serial hybrid boats. 

Data was gathered, both on the trial day and from some bollard pull tests 

carried out after the trial day, that will allow propeller optimization to be 

investigated, with the goal of ensuring that boats can be equipped with 

fully optimized propellers. 

Trial Result: 

This is the subject of on-going analysis. 
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Are deeper draft boats more efficient than shallow draft boats? 

The IWA paper on sustainable boating states that fitting a larger diameter 

propeller can be more efficient.  

Trial Result: 

The range of hull drafts covered in the trial was small, so the trial was 

unable to support or disprove this conjecture. 

Comment: Mathematical analysis by the author has demonstrated that 

the increase in hull drag in heavier boats always outweighs the 

improvements in propeller efficiency gained by using a larger propeller, 

disproving this conjecture. 

Can Electric Boats Stop? 

All helmsmen know that heart-stopping moment when an oncoming boat 

comes into view, just as you are turning into a bridge hole. You rapidly 

select full reverse and hope your boat will stop before colliding with the 

fellow boater, while hoping he is doing the same! 

On one hand, the diesel and parallel hybrid (with diesel running) boats 

should have the power advantage. On the other hand, the electric boats 

may be able to engage reverse more swiftly. The trial included a stopping 

distance test, both to compare boats with different propulsion systems 

and for a bit of fun. 

Trial Result: 

There was no difference in the stopping and accelerating performance 

of the boats - the acceleration and stopping performance was affected 

more by the helmsman’s technique than by the propulsion system 

Can Electric Boats Accelerate? 

Boats need to have adequate power to accelerate, most often 

experienced when leaving a lock at low level. As all the locks in the trial 

were passed uphill, a test was arranged to measure the time taken to 

cover a known distance. 

Trial Result: 

As above 
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Can Electric Boats Pull? 

Although not designed as tugs, there may be cases where a narrowboat 

may need to pull another boat that has gone aground. 

The difference in pulling force available comes down to the propeller 

characteristics and the power available. In a “bollard pull” test, the force 

exerted by boats in the fleet will be quantified. 

Trial Result: 

The bollard pull test results are included in this report. These form part of 

the ongoing analysis of propeller performance. 

How Quiet Can a Boat Be? 

The sound levels in different operating conditions will be measured at the 

helmsman’s standing position at the power used during normal canal 

cruising. For hybrid boats the with and without diesel conditions will be 

measured. 

Trial Result: 

Sound level measurements show a -20dB difference between diesel and 

hybrid boats with generator mounted in the stern, and a further -10dB 

attenuation when the generator is placed in the bow. 

When the generator is not running, a serial hybrid boat can be inaudible.  
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Boats 

Eight boats took part, including three standard diesel boats, two parallel 

hybrid boats and three serial hybrid boats. To answer some of the 

questions identified above, some of the boats were given specific roles. 

All of the boats carried Victron power conversion systems. 

 

Class Diesel Parallel Hybrid Serial Hybrid 

Boat 
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Role in 

trial 

Ref. 

diesel 

boat 

Shut 

down 

in 

locks 

Diesel 

with 

HVO 

fuel 

Using 

diesel 

on the 

river 

Using 

electric 

through-

out 

Fischer 

Panda 

serial 

hybrid 

Vetus 

serial 

hybrid 

Serial 

hybrid 

with 

HVO fue 

Length 58'6" 60'6" 58'6" 60' 58'6" 61' 58'6" 62' 

Diesel 

Engine 

43 HP 43 HP 43 HP 50 HP 50 HP 

   

Electric 

Motor 

   

Hybrid 

Marine 

10kW 

Hybrid 

Marine 

10kW 

Bell- 

marine 

10kW 

Vetus 

10kW 

Tema 

12kW 

Gener-

ator 

     

Fischer 

Panda 

12kVA 

Vetus 

6.5kVA 

Beta 

7kVA 

Batteries 4 x 

12V 

AGM 

4x6V 

Lead 

Acid 

2x12V 

Lead 

Carbon 

24x2V 

Lead 

Acid 

24x2V 

Lead 

Acid 

24x2V 

Lead 

Carbon 

24x2V 

Lead 

Carbon 

2 x 24V 

Lithium 

Battery 

size 

(kWh) 

4.8 5.28 5.04 37.2 37.2 48 38.4 13.44 

Solar 

(kW) 

0.48 0.25 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.92 1.92 1.28 
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Diesel Powered 

All three pure diesel boats are powered by the same Beta 43 type of 

engine. Predictions indicate that the difference in fuel consumption will 

be small, so Beta Marine kindly agreed to support the trial by supplying 

new air filters for these three boats, to remove the possibility that a 

clogged air filter could affect the results. 

Here We Go Again 

 

Completed in September 2016, Here We Go Again is the veteran of the 

fleet. She is a typical 58’6” “go anywhere” length boat.  

The role of Here We Go Again was to provide a reference performance, 

and so it was fuelled with normal diesel fuel and keet its engine running at 

tickover through the locks. 

Mokoro 

 

Mokoro is equipped with the same Beta 43 engine as Here We Go Again 

and Oyster Moon, but is slightly longer at 60’6”. 
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Mokoro was asked to shut down its diesel engine whenever possible to 

illustrate the fuel savings possible by this style of operation. This led to 

some extended discussions the night before, as the owner felt more 

comfortable keeping the engine running to allow him to move the boat 

within the lock. The issue of keeping off the lock cill was uppermost in all 

helmsmen’s minds, although for this cruise it would not be relevant – all 

the locks were uphill. 

Oyster Moon 

 

This is the sister boat to Here We Go Again, with the same hull and engine 

combination. Oyster Moon was the HVO fuel trial boat, and shadowed 

Here We Go Again to ensure minimal difference in operation. 

Parallel Hybrid 

Both parallel hybrid boats were powered by systems by Hybrid Marine 

from the Isle of Wight, based on Beta Marine’s larger Beta 50 diesel 

engines. 

Mordiford Dragon was tasked to keep the engine running during the river 

section of the cruise, while Stannator was asked to try to use only electric 

propulsion. This was achieved on the day, and the Ortomarine staff 

helping to crew Stannator were very impressed by the way the small 

electric motor coped with the conditions. 

At the end of the test, Stannator turned on the engine for the 

acceleration test. This resulted in a small period of battery charging just 

before the end of the trial. 
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Mordiford Dragon 

 

The larger of the two parallel hybrid boats, Mordiford Dragon is 60’ long. 

See Appendix A for details of how our analysis can compensate for these 

length differences. 

Stannator 

 

At 58’6”, Stannator is slightly shorter than Mordiford Dragon but as the hull 

comes from the same Tyler Wilson stable, the swim geometry is the same. 
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Serial Hybrid Boats 

The three serial hybrid boats all had different systems, providing an 

opportunity to compare performance. 

Hunky Dory 

 

A 61’ serial hybrid boat with a system supplied by the German company 

Fischer Panda, Leoch lead carbon batteries and 12 x solar panels. The 

generator is their PVMV-N model, often found in television satellite 

communication vans. The motor is also by Fischer Panda, via their Dutch 

supplier Bellmarine, based on an Italian motor. 

Old Nick 

 

This 58’6” serial hybrid boat was launched in December 2020 and is the 

first UK narrowboat to feature the Vetus E-line 100 motor, this is combined 

with the Vetus GLX6.5 generator, lead carbon batteries and twelve solar 

panels. 
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Perseverance 

 

This 62’ serial hybrid was the newest boat in the trial, and had completed 

less than 20 miles before the start of the trial. 

Perseverance was powered by a Tema SPM132 electric motor, built in 

Croatia, MG Lithium batteries from the Netherlands and a Beta Marine 

generator. The boat was the only one in this fleet to have a generator in 

the bow, and included some novel engineering features, documented on 

the owner’s website at perseverancenb.com. 
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The Trial Cruise 

The day of the cruise was overcast, with drizzle greeting the crews at the 

start line in Worcester. The fleet gathered at the river moorings above the 

road bridge for breakfast, a briefing and hand out of results sheets to be 

completed during the cruise. 

A few VIPs from the waterways fraternity joined the cruise, including 

journalists, social media influencers, representatives from the Electric Boat 

Association, the Inland Waterways Association Sustainable Boating 

Group, Hybrid Marine and a representative of Crown Oil who provided 

HVO fuel for two boats.  

It had rained during the preceding weeks, and the river Severn was on 

Amber alert. 

 

Figure 1 - The Trial Fleet at Worcester 

The cruise up the Severn was affected by the stream, running at 1 or 2 

knots, depending upon the breadth of the river at that point. The fleet 

adjusted positions to ensure that by the time we reached Bevere Lock the 

pre-planned pairs arrived in sequence, and stretched out into a line 

astern to make navigation easier. 

Many friends of Ortomarine, (current or future owners and their relatives 

and friends) helped by working the locks on the Barge Canal and 

Junction Canal. All the crews were very grateful for their help. 

During the afternoon the weather improved progressively, and we even 

saw glimpses of sunshine but not enough to show the real potential for 

solar power. 

The narrow locks on the Junction Canal meant that the order became 

single file, and the acceleration and deceleration tests came after exiting 

the final lock. Once in the marina, Dr David Norman of the University of 

Warwick carried out sound level measurements then the boats were free 

to moor up in the marina for a well-earned meal, supplied by the 

“Leaning Tower of Pizza” restaurant. 
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Test Techniques and Measurements Recorded 

In this section, the key parameters measured during the trial are 

presented, without analysis or normalization.  

Basic Data 

Hull Characteristics 

The hull geometry was collated from Ortomarine’s records, and each 

boat’s displacement was measured at the end of the trial, with no-one on 

board the boat. A metre rule was run down the side of the hull to 

measure the depth to the top of the baseplate at the ends of the fore 

and aft swims. The displacement was calculated from design data on the 

shape of the swims and the thickness of the baseplate. 

 
 

Length Load Waterline Draft at  

fwd swim 

Draft at  

aft swim 

Displacement 

 

ft in m mm mm tonnes 

Here We Go Again 58'6'' 16.85 470 714 17.81 

Mokoro 60'6'' 17.46 520 648 18.06 

Oyster Moon 58'6'' 16.85 519 630 17.20 

Mordiford Dragon 60'6'' 17.46 545 665 18.72 

Stannator 58'6'' 16.85 530 658 17.64 

Hunky Dory 61' 17.61 518 700 18.99 

Old Nick 58'6'' 16.85 505 670 17.43 

Perseverance 62' 17.99 606 512 17.95 

Table 1 - Hull  Characteristics 
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Fuel Usage 

The original plan was to fill the boats with diesel in Worcester, then top up 

the fuel at the end of the test. In fact, this was found to be impractical, 

and only Mokoro filled up at the marina. The other boats recorded the 

fuel levels using the Ortomarine gauges, which only display to the nearest 

litre. 

 

Boat Fuel Fuel consumed (L) Comment 

Here We Go Again  Diesel 12 

 

Mokoro Diesel 10.45 Shut down engine in locks 

Oyster Moon HVO 11 

 

Mordiford Dragon Diesel 2 Ran diesel on the river section 

Stannator Diesel 0 Used electric motor only 

Hunky Dory Diesel 0 Used electric motor only 

Old Nick Diesel 0 Used electric motor only 

Perseverance HVO 6 Ran generator periodically 

Table 2 – Fuel Burnt Data 

 

Given the accuracy and resolution of the gauges used to record the fuel 

consumption, one conclusion that can be reached is that the diesel and 

HVO boats (Here We Go Again and Oyster Moon) used about the same 

amount of fuel. 

The results indicate that there is a saving to be obtained by shutting down 

in locks, but the saving is small. 
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Solar Yield 

Solar yield data was gathered from the Victron VRM cloud monitoring 

system for the hybrid boats. The breakdown through the day is shown 

below. 

 

Figure 2 - Solar Energy Gained 

 

The total accumulated energy from the start of the trial at 09:30 to 16:00 

(allowing the same time and sunshine for each boat), expressed both as 

total energy and the fraction of the possible performance of the installed 

arrays was: 

 
Solar kWh Array (kW) Fraction 

Mordiford Dragon 1.66 1.28 20% 

Stannator 1.84 1.28 22% 

Hunky Dory 2.90 1.92 23% 

Old Nick 2.77 1.92 22% 

Perseverance 1.86 1.28 22% 

Table 3 - Solar Array Performance 

This illustrates that the solar arrays were consistent in their performance, 

allowing for the dull day. It is not possible to establish whether a fraction of 

100% could ever be achieved. In some part the maximum possible 

performance may be limited by the flush installation of the arrays on the 

narrowboat roof used by Ortomarine. 

The lower performance of the array on Mordiford Dragon is due to the 

short period of zero charge between 10:48 and 11:30. This was because 
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the energy generated by the solar array plus that from the engine, which 

was run on the river section, brought the batteries to 92.7% State of 

Charge, at which point they went into Float and the MPPT shut down 

further charging. 

Acceleration and Stopping Distance 

Acceleration 

When each boat left the final staircase lock the top gate was closed and 

the boat reversed until the rear bumper was touching the gate. On a 

signal from a marshal on the towpath, the boat was accelerated as 

quickly as possible and the marshal measured the time taken to reach 

the final bollard on the bank. The distance was 34m, or about two boat 

lengths. 

Stopping 

After the acceleration test, the marshal started walking at a steady pace 

along the towpath, and the helmsman slowed to match his pace. This 

ensured a consistent speed for the stopping test. 

The marshal then flagged the boat to stop and the helmsman put the 

boat into full reverse. The marshal measured how far the boat travelled 

before starting to move backwards. 

Results 

 Acceleration time 

sec 

Stopping distance 

m 
Notes 

Here We Go Again 39.27 32  

Mokoro 24.82 28 Smoke 

Oyster Moon 24.56 17  

Mordiford Dragon 31.76 21  

Stannator 24.62 27  

Hunky Dory 34.1 35 Slight Delay 

Old Nick 34.9 30  

Perseverance 35.92 33 2nd Attempt 

Table 4 - Acceleration and Stopping Results 

 

Taking the acceleration test results first, the three fastest times (all around 

24 seconds) were performed by two of the diesel boats and Stannator, a 
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parallel hybrid using the diesel engine. The slowest time, 39 seconds, was 

seen on a diesel boat and although the propeller on Here We Go Again is 

one inch smaller in diameter than Oyster Moon, this cannot account for 

the difference. It would appear that the variation has more to do with 

helmsman technique than type of powerplant. 

For the deceleration tests, again there is a wide range of results and the 

fastest stopping boat was a diesel boat. However, another diesel boat 

took more distance than the electric boats so again it would appear that 

the variation has more to do with helmsman technique than form of 

propulsion. This is reinforced by the fact that the unofficial award of 

“Helmsman of the Day” went to Paul Weaver who achieved both the 

fastest acceleration and the shortest stopping distance. 

Of greater interest is that only one of the boats stopped within one boat 

length, the oft-quoted performance criteria for stopping. Seven of the 

eight boats took between one and two boat lengths to stop. 

 

Expanding upon the three notes in the table: 

Mokoro  

The acceleration test for Mokoro resulted in a large cloud of smoke. This 

was taken up with Beta Marine who stated “…when a diesel engine runs 

at low speed low power, the fuel injected is not always used and the 

residue is put into the exhaust pipe as unburnt fuel. The Beta 43 is a very 

clean engine and just a small amount of residue will be formed and as 

you put full power on the exhaust temperature shoots up and burns off 

the residue giving off the blue exhaust. It would be a good idea to give 

the engine a full power run for a couple of minutes or until the smoke 

disappears, on a regular basis. 

The unburnt fuel comes out as a mist and coats the inside of the silencer, 

there is not enough of it to pool. These engines are much better than 

older and direct injection engines, who need to do this almost daily and 

will smoke when lightly loaded.” 

Hunky Dory 

The deceleration time for Hunky Dory should be a little lower than shown, 

as there was a slight delay in starting the deceleration. 

Perseverance  

Perseverance had a problem with the motor speed control when it was 

launched, just a few days before the trial. This was understood to be 

because the inertia of the propeller affected the velocity feedback from 

the motor. The problem had been addressed by the motor manufacturer, 

through adjustment of the controller characteristics. On the first 

deceleration test the motor stopped, but did not go swiftly into reverse. 
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The test result is from the second attempt at the deceleration test when 

the motor responded as expected. Further refinement of the control 

characteristics will be carried out to resolve this issue. 

Sound level tests 

Measurements were completed at the end of the trial, with the boat 

alongside at Droitwich Spa Marina. 

With a microphone placed on the boat centreline at the tip of the tiller, 

measurements were taken of: 

• Sound level with the motor or engine running at normal cruising 

power 

• For electric boats, the sound level with the diesel engine or 

generator running as well. 

Frequency Scale 

The charts below show the frequencies in rpm, as this relates to engine 

gauges. On the serial hybrid boats, the generators run at constant speed, 

with Old Nick and Perseverance generators running at 1500 rpm while the 

generator on Hunky Dory ran at 3000 rpm. 

Sound Level Scale 

The sound levels are on the logarithmic decibel (dB) scale, where 0dB is 

the microphone signal saturation level. The microphone was good quality, 

but not laboratory calibrated. What is important here is that differences 

are perfectly meaningful, so a signal which is 10 dB larger is ten times 

stronger, while one that it -20 dB lower is one hundredth the strength. The 

relationship between signal strength and apparent loudness depends 

upon many factors, including the frequency of the sound, the age and 

hearing ability of the listener and the level of background noise. For 

example, the sounds coming from the propeller rotation at, typically, 600 

rpm are inaudibly low and would be felt rather than heard, while a 

whistling noise at higher frequency may be more annoying even though 

the signal level is lower. 
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Charts for Diesel Boats 

  

Figure 3 - Here We Go Again 

  

Figure 4 - Mokoro 

  

Figure 5 – Oyster Moon 
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Discussion 

Helmsmen were asked to run the engine at a typical cruise power, which 

is in the 1000-1200 rpm range. This gives a prop speed of about 550 rpm 

(these boats all have a 2.09:1 reduction gearbox). 

The strong tones at 2000 rpm or above are the second harmonic of the 

engine speed. A diesel engine ignites fuel on every other piston cycle, 

and with a four cylinder engine, twice the engine speed will always be 

the dominant exhaust note. Higher harmonics of this come from the fact 

that the exhaust comes in pulses, not a pure sine wave. Hence, most 

clearly seen on Here We Go Again, there are tones at 2000, 4000, 6000 

and to a lesser degree 8000 rpm. These are all related to the exhaust 

note. 

These are all modern, well silenced, boats with “hospital” standard 

silencing, so while Mokoro would appear to be the least well silenced, 

none of these boats were noisy. 

Note on Background Noise 

The background noise level, seen most clearly here on the trace for 

Oyster Moon, is characteristic of measurements taken outdoors. The level 

of the sloping line (from -40 dB at 500 Hz running to -70 dB at 2000 rpm) is 

insignificant; a gentle breeze rustling the leaves will cause this to rise a few 

dB. Also, these lower frequencies are below the normal range of sounds, 

so become progressively less audible. For example, the bottom note on a 

bass guitar is 40 Hz = 2400 rpm. To get down to 1000 rpm in musical terms, 

we are talking the lowest pedal on the Albert Hall organ! 
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Charts for Parallel Hybrid Boats 

  

Figure 6 – Mordiford Dragon 

  

Figure 7 – Stannator 

Discussion 

The diesel engine contributions for these parallel hybrid boats are visible 

at about 2700 rpm, again most likely from the exhaust tone. Higher 

harmonics are easily “read” off the chart for Mordiford Dragon.  

The signal at 1260 rpm on Stannator is interesting as this is present both 

when running on the electric motor and with the diesel running. When the 

diesel is running there is also a small signal at 880 Hz. These correspond to 

3x and 2x the propeller speed. As the higher frequency signal is present in 

both cases, this implies that some vibration is coming from either the 

driveshaft or the propeller. It might be worth having a look down the 

weedhatch and inspecting the propeller and driveshaft to see if there is 

an obvious cause of this vibration. 
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Charts for Series Hybrid Boats 

   

Figure 8 – Hunky Dory 

  

Figure 9 – Old Nick 

  

Figure 10 – Perseverance 
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Discussion 

Starting with the specific tonal contributions, the 1500 rpm tone on Hunky 

Dory which is present whether the generator is running or not is similar in 

nature to that on Stannator, and may be related to the propeller blade 

passing frequency. Similar tones are seen at around 2300 rpm on Old Nick 

which has a smaller, faster turning, propeller. 

Dominant tones at around 3000, 4500 and 6000 rpm on Hunky Dory all 

relate to the 3000 rpm generator on this boat. The generator uses a 3-

cylinder diesel engine, which means that the engine firing frequency will 

be 3/2 times the rotational speed, which is why the 4500 rpm tone is so 

strong. It is noticeable that the engine tones are slightly split, which 

corresponds to a change in generator speed (probably, a change in 

load) during the period of the sound measurement. 

The 1500 rpm, 3-cylinder generators on Old Nick and Perseverance exhibit 

tones at 1500, 2250, 3000 rpm and higher harmonics. During the 

development of Perseverance, the 4500 rpm tone was found to be 

particularly dominant, and a tuned quarter wave attenuator was 

included in the silencer. This had still to be tuned at the time of the trial, so 

further attenuation of this may be possible. 

Turning to the overall sound levels, there is a noticeable band of noise in 

the 3000-5000 rpm range on Old Nick which the other boats do not 

exhibit. The cause for this is unknown, but it may arise from the motor itself. 
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Sound Comparisons 

Before starting to make comparisons of sound levels, it is important to 

recognize that none of the boats in the trial was considered noisy by any 

of the participants, journalists, VIPs or bystanders. That said, these charts 

clearly point out the difference in sound levels when diesel engines are 

running and not. Taking Mordiford Dragon as an exemplar, the note of 

the diesel engine is over 20 dB higher than running with the motor alone, 

or 100 times as loud at that frequency. 

The sound levels on Hunky Dory when the generator is running are 

comparable to those on other diesel boats (Here We Go Again, Oyster 

Moon both peak at around -40 dB) while other boats exhibit lower sound 

levels. The level of attenuation of the diesel notes on Stannator is 

remarkable, with a dominant tone 15 dB lower than its sister ship Mordiford 

Dragon – a comparison between these two to understand the difference 

would be a worthwhile exercise. 

The simple expedient of putting the generator 50 ft away in the bow of 

the boat allowed Perseverance to maintain generator sound levels that 

were, at worst, -50 dB. That is, ten times quieter than any other boat and 

one thousand times quieter than the diesel note of Mokoro. 

The author, who is the owner of Perseverance, has found that the 

dominant sound from this boat when cruising is the sound of the wash, to 

the extent that moving the tiller away from straight ahead causes a 

noticeable increase in the sound of the wash. With the generator running, 

it is only when passing under bridges that the generator is readily audible 

and in the open air it is very difficult to tell if the generator is running or 

not. 
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Bollard Pull Forces 

The force that the boat can exert while stationary is valuable information 

for propeller performance calculations. Most of the boats had similar 

types of propellers, so Hunky Dory was taken as representative of this 

group and the two boats with different size propellers, Old Nick and 

Perseverance, were also tested.  

This test was carried out using a Sauter spring balance as shown below. 

 

The range of 0-500 N was too low to cover the full range of propeller 

forces generated, so a lever was added to give mechanical advantage 

and thereby cover a range of up to 0-1500 N. 

 

  Force (N)  

 rpm Measured Theory Ratio 

Perseverance 

228 218 216 1.01 

295 353 361 0.98 

418 677 726 0.93 

504 912 1055 0.86 

630 1118 1648 0.68 

Hunky Dory 

360 280 416 0.67 

375 324 452 0.72 

465 412 695 0.59 

690 633 1530 0.41 

Old Nick 

500 157 228 0.69 

600 250 329 0.76 

700 280 447 0.63 

800 397 584 0.68 

900 540 739 0.73 

Table 5 - Bollard Pull Test Results 
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The first boat tested, Perseverance, used the lever to provide a 3:1 

mechanical advantage, allowing forces beyond the 500 N limit of the 

scales to be recorded. However, during the last test the bar bent 

significantly, so the final test result has to be treated as suspect. 

Testing of Hunky Dory also used the bar, being careful to keep the bar 

perpendicular to the warps, so that the length ratios were maintained. 

For the final test on Old Nick, which has a smaller propeller, the bar was 

not used. The scales were allowed to go past the first rotation for the final 

reading (the gauge is a simple rotary indication from a spring balance, so 

this was considered an acceptable way of recording the 540 N value). 

 

The column “Theory” on this chart is the theoretical thrust of the propeller 

fitted to the boat in question, using the Wageningen propeller formulae 

(ref 3). In earlier work comparing test data from Old Nick to both 

Wageningen and Gawn Burrill propeller characteristics, the Wageningen 

B-Series characteristic gave a better match, so is the better reference for 

propeller performance. 

 

Taking Perseverance first, and being cautious about the final test point, 

the match with theory is remarkably good. The theory relates to open 

water performance, and this is operating behind the aft swim of the hull, 

and in shallow water of the marina, so it is not surprising that the 

correlation is not exact. 

The data for Hunky Dory and Old Nick both show lower thrust vs theory 

values. While the damaged bar could be an explanation for Hunky Dory 

results, this does not explain the lower values computed for Old Nick. One 

possible explanation is the hull shape for these two boats, which both 

have a 40 degree swim angle ahead of the prop, while Perseverance has 

a finer swim. However, without further testing this remains conjecture. 
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Data Analysis 

The trials data has been analysed to compute parameters that are not 

immediately accessible and to normalize data to compensate for 

variations in hull length, displacement and boat speed.  

Static Electrical Load 

Each boat consumes some electricity to power the systems on the boat, 

such as the battery management system, refrigerator etc. These static 

loads were estimated from the data available while sitting at the mooring 

at Worcester. 

Static Power (W) 

Mordiford Dragon  142 

Stannator   82 

Hunky Dory  193 

Old Nick  190 

Perseverance  289 

These figures agree with the loads seen while the boats were sitting in 

locks later in the cruise, so have been subtracted from the power data so 

that the power used to drive the boat forwards is not affected by the 

different “domestic” loads. 

The higher load seen on Perseverance led to further inspection, and here 

is the load seen during the period on the river moorings at Worcester: 

 

Figure 11 – Perseverance Electrical Load when Moored 

Clearly something is switching in and out on a repetitive cycle, on top of 

an already higher baseline. More work will be carried out to check that 

these loads are in line with the design data (remember, that this was the 

first cruise for this boat).  
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Speed Test Results 

Crews recorded the propeller speed and boat speed at a range of 

conditions during the canal section of the trial. 

 

Figure 12 - Speed Test arranged by Boat 

During this test it was found to be difficult to set or measure the speed 

accurately, and this may well have contributed to the scatter in this data. 

Some values, such as those recorded for 4.0 mph, and at less than 800 

rpm, may be viewed with caution. One clear issue is the difference 

between Old Nick and the other boats, which is most likely due to the 

smaller propeller on this boat. To examine this hypothesis, the boats with 

18x12 and 17x12 3-bladed propellers have been grouped in the following 

chart. 

These results have been condensed to bring all the data for the same 

propeller sizes together, as the scatter is significant. 

 

Figure 13 - Speed Test arranged by Propeller 
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This makes the differences between the smaller propeller on Old Nick, 

and the larger propeller on Perseverance, clearer. This result is as one 

would expect. 

For the hybrid boats, it was possible to measure the power input to the 

motor. Reversing the scales and plotting the power required to achieve a 

given boat speed we see the, again expected, nonlinear characteristic: 

 

 

Figure 14 - Speed Test – Power 

 

The speed of the boat changes quite linearly with the speed of the 

propeller, but the power required increases nonlinearly. There are too few 

data samples in this segment to accurately describe the function, so the 

Victron data set was used to gather a far larger set of samples. 

VRM Data Set 

The Victron data set was first amended to remove the static electrical 

load for each boat, as outlined above, and refined to avoid sections 

where the battery was being charged by the generator, on Perseverance 

where it was turned on to demonstrate how quiet it was, and on both 

Perseverance and Mordiford Dragon on the river section. 

The data was refined by removing all values where the speed varied by 

more than 0.3mph in either the preceding or following minute, and where 

the power varied by more than 0.5 kW in the preceding or following 

minute. Data in locks (less than 0.2 mph) was also removed. This data set 

was combined with the manually recorded data set to provide a speed 

vs power chart for each boat, then cubic curves were fitted to the data 

samples thus: 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝑘 × 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑3 

This form was used because hydrodynamics dictates that this will be the 

underlying relationship for the slow speeds which narrowboats operate 
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(i.e. viscous drag is the dominant source of drag, which is proportional to 

speed squared, and power is force times velocity). The resulting graphs 

are as follows: 

 

Figure 15 – Power vs Speed Mordiford Dragon 

 

Figure 16 – Power vs Speed Stannator 

 

Figure 17 – Power vs Speed Hunky Dory 
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Figure 18 – Power vs Speed Old Nick 

 

Figure 19 – Power vs Speed Perseverance 

Collating the power curves into a single chart, and omitting the individual 

data points gives this chart: 

  

Figure 20 – Power vs Speed – Not Normalized 
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The first thing to notice is that, for each boat, the two data sets (small dots 

for automatic samples, large blobs for manual recordings) overlay each 

other well. 

Although there are lots of apparently scattered data points, the clusters 

between 2 mph and 3 mph show that this is where the boats were 

operating for the majority of the time. To express this another way, the 

boats were all operated at similar speeds and used between 2 kW and 

3.5 kW for most of the time they were moving on the canal. 

Normalization 

The variation in hull dimensions (draft, length) can be compensated for by 

a normalization technique, described in an annex to this report. The same 

data, using normalized hull dimensions results in a very slightly different 

chart: 

 

Figure 21 – Power vs Speed – Normalized 
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The normalization reduces the spacing of the fitted curves, with three of 

the boats on almost exactly the same line. The coefficients of the cubic 

are shown here. 

 

Boat Coefficients 
Normalized  

Coefficients 
Hybrid Type 

Mordiford Dragon 0.159 0.155 Parallel 

Stannator 0.140 0.136 Parallel 

Hunky Dory 0.136 0.133 Series 

Old Nick 0.182 0.178 Series 

Perseverance 0.123 0.133 Series 

Average 0.148 0.147  

Std Dev 0.0205 0.0175  

Table 6 - Power Curve Coefficients 

 

The similarity of these curves is remarkable, and probably coincidental, 

given that the coefficient relates the electrical power applied to the boat 

speed, and takes no account of the different efficiencies of the motors 

involved, or the transmission paths (the serial hybrid boats were all direct 

drive, whereas the parallel hybrid boats drive through a belt drive). 

The normalization process slightly reduces the variation in the results, but 

the effect is not worth the complexity of carrying the process forwards 

into the efficiency calculations where greater variations arise. An average 

value of 0.148 has therefore been used henceforth. 
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River Cruising 

The river section of the trial provided a different challenge for analysis, as 

we had no way of measuring the boat speed through the water. 

However, using the power to hull speed relationship established from the 

canal section data, it was possible to compute the hull speed from the 

power consumed, then take the difference between this and the 

groundspeed to estimate the river flow. 

Using all the data from the boats which used electrical power on the river 

section, and collating the results, provides a river flow profile. Because the 

boats travelled slightly different routes and recorded data at different 

times, this data has been collated using the bearing from a common 

point as reference, hence the x-axis of the chart is sequential, but not in 

distance units. The scale has Worcester on the left of the chart to entry to 

the canal on the right: 

  

Figure 22 – River Flow Profile 

This shows an average river flow is just under 1 mph, but there is significant 

variation, with a peak of 2 mph at one point on the river.  

The data has been transferred to Google Earth so the flow variation can 

be seen against the river locations: 

 

Figure 6 – River Flow Profile on Google Earth 

Looking closely at the 2 mph peak this occurs at a part of the river which 

does not appear significantly narrower. During the trial it was evident to 
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the author and Mark Langley, who was on the tiller of Perseverance at 

the time, that the flow was stronger in this section. 

 

Figure 6 – River Flow Profile on Google Earth 

The data around Bevere Lock is a little distorted due to the power 

changes going through the lock, however the flow of about 1mph 

approaching the lock reduces as the boats move to the side of the river 

for mooring, then above the lock the flow is only about half a mile per 

hour, as much of the water flows around the other side of the island. There 

is then a remarkable piece of slack water before the boats move back 

across the main flow to reach the canal section on the right of the image 

below. 

 

Figure 6 – River Flow Profile on Google Earth 

Caveat 

There is an important, and inherent, flaw in this technique which needs to 

be understood. The canal based power:velocity characteristics made no 

allowance for the restricted depth of the canal. On the river, you could 

feel the boat moving more easily so the power required to travel on the 

river was lower. Therefore the data listed here needs to be treated with 

caution. The “true” answers are that in deep water the power required to 

drive the boats will be lower, and the velocities of the River Severn were 

higher than computed here. 
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Uses for this Technique 

This technique allows us to use electric boats to identify points in a river 

where the flow speeds are higher. A similar approach to monitoring 

canals could be considered, where areas requiring higher power could 

be mapped. In either case, the data could be used to target dredging 

operations, and thereby reduce the cost of dredging. 
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Efficiency – Initial Assessment 

This coarse analysis of the energy consumed uses the energy contained in 

the fuel (9.7 kWh/litre for diesel, 9.02 kWh/litre for HVO) and compares the 

energy contained in the fuel used with the electrical energy from battery 

and solar systems. No allowance is made for the efficiency of either the 

diesel engines or electric motors, or motor controller losses. 

 

 Fuel used Fuel Battery Solar 
Total 

energy 

 Litres kWh kWh kWh kWh 

Here We Go Again 12 116.4   116.4 

Mokoro 10.45 101.4   101.4 

Oyster Moon 11 106.7   106.7 

Mordiford Dragon 2 19.4 7.7 1.7 28.7 

Stannator 0 0.0 4.7 1.8 6.5 

Hunky Dory 0 0.0 6.6 2.9 9.5 

Old Nick 0 0.0 7.0 2.8 9.8 

Perseverance 6 58.2 2.7 1.9 62.8 

Table 7 - Energy Consumed on the Trial 

 

The three non-hybrid boats burned fuel with an average energy of  

108 kWh during the trial.  

The two serial hybrid boats that did not use any diesel generation used an 

average of 9.7 kWh. (There is doubt about the SOC readings for 

Stannator, so this has been omitted from the review at this stage). 

Perseverance, which used its generator to replace much of the electrical 

energy used during the trial, used 63 kWh. 

From this analysis we can conclude that: 

1. It took under 10 kWh of energy to drive the boats from Worcester to 

Droitwich. 

2. If the goal was to complete this cruise on solar power alone, it could 

take more than three days to charge the batteries (this will, of course, 

depend upon the weather). 

3. The non-hybrid boats were operating at an efficiency of less than 10%. 

This is far below the potential efficiency for a diesel engine which is of 

the order of 25-30%. 
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Efficiency – Further Analysis and Modelling 

The initial analysis, carried out immediately after the trial, summarized the 

data from the trial. This did not answer the underlying questions of how 

efficient the different forms of propulsion can be and what are the 

optimal forms of operation. For example, if the parallel hybrid was 

operated with the diesel engine running all the time, or serial hybrids 

allowing a greater solar contribution.  

To be able to answer these questions, we need a model which captures 

the features of each form of propulsion and allows “what if” analyses to 

be run. 

Motor Efficiency 

First, the power required to drive the boat was computed at the propeller 

shaft rather than input to the motor. Reviewing manufacturer’s 

documentation and academic papers, a value of 70% was adopted for 

the overall efficiency of both the motor speed control electronics and the 

motor itself. More work in this area could improve the precision of the 

analysis, but this simple figure provides the basis for a broad comparison 

of drive systems. 

Diesel Engine Performance 

From ref 2 the fuel flow of a diesel engine was estimated using two 

coefficients. One value represents the fuel flow at idle, which scales with 

the size of the engine, and a second represents the incremental fuel used 

to generate output power, and relates to the thermodynamic cycle of 

diesel engines. 

In ref 2 the nominal value of 0.057 kg/h/kW (where kW is the engine 

rating) was identified from tests of the BetaGen used in Perseverance. This 

gave an unreasonable idle flow of 1.8 L/h for a Beta 43, so a reduced 

figure of 0.35 L/h was used to match the trial results. 

Again, further work to better “calibrate” the idle fuel flow values would be 

advantageous. 
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Model Applied to the Trial Data 

The trial journey was summarized in the form of a histogram where each 

band records the time spent in a given speed range. For the canal 

section, the speed values were used directly but for the river section the 

average flow of 1 mph was added to the boat groundspeed. 

The same process was used for each boat in turn, but as the diagrams are 

repetitive, the technique is illustrated with the charts for Here We Go 

Again. 

  

Figure 23 - Velocity Histogram – Here We Go Again 

The x-axis was developed using quarter mph “buckets” then the non-zero 

values were offset to the bucket midpoint, hence the unusual values 

shown on these histograms. 

For each bucket, the power required at the propeller shaft was 

calculated using the cubic formula above with the coefficient 0.148 

applied to all craft. The product of the power and duration gives the 

energy used for that boat in that speed band during the trial. 

  

Figure 24 – Energy Histogram – Here We Go Again 
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The fuel flow for each speed band (and hence power) was calculated 

using the diesel performance figures. Keeping with Here We Go Again, 

the fuel consumed in each speed band is then: 

  

Figure 25 – Fuel Histogram – Here We Go Again 

Summing these energy and fuel histogram values yields the total energy 

and fuel consumed on the trial journey.  
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Modelling a Hybrid System 

For parallel and serial hybrid boats, the fuel needed to recharge the 

batteries was computed from the characteristics of the generation 

system, and assuming no solar contribution. The first step in this process 

was to calculate how long the installed generation system would have to 

run to generate the energy used to move the boat during the trial. Then, 

the diesel model was used to calculate the fuel consumed. This was 

higher for the parallel hybrid models because they were penalised by 

having to run a 50 HP diesel to generate 9 kW of electricity, so the engine 

is running at lower efficiency than the smaller generators installed in the 

serial hybrid boats. 

Note that no allowance has been made for the reduced charging 

currents required by lead batteries at high states of charge. 

Applying the Model to the Trial Cruise 

The end result means we can compare different powerplants used on the 

trial, as listed below: 

 
Trial Model 

 
Time Battery Solar Fuel Total Energy Diesel Hybrid generation 

 
Hours kWh kWh Litres kWh kWh kWh Litres Hours Litres kWh 

Here We Go 

Again  6.5 0 12 116.40 116.40 10.3 12.0 
   

Mokoro 
 

0 10.45 101.37 101.37 
     

Oyster Moon  6.7 0 11 106.70 106.70 10.9 12.5 
   

Mordiford 

Dragon  7 7.66 1.66 2 19.40 28.72 10.4 14.3 1.5 7.1 69 

Stannator  8.1 (4.65) 1.84 0 (6.49) 8.5 15.6 1.3 5.8 56 

Hunky Dory  7.9 6.62 2.90 0 9.52 9.3 13.7 2.1 3.6 35 

Old Nick  7.5 7.03 2.77 0 9.80 8.1 12.8 3.2 3.7 36 

Perseverance  7.8 2.72 1.86 6 58.20 62.78 8.8 13.4 2.0 3.6 35 

Table 8 - Trial and Model Energy Consumption 
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Comments on the Modelling  

Victron data for Mokoro does not include positional data, so further work 

is needed to calculate the trial energy consumption figures and relate the 

model to a boat which shuts down its engine when stationary. 

Oyster Moon was operated at higher speeds than Here We Go Again, 

which is why the energy and expected fuel consumption are a little 

higher. The fact that the volume of HVO was lower than Here We Go 

Again is all the more remarkable for this fact. 

The two parallel hybrid boats show model fuel consumptions that are 

higher than the other boats due to their larger Beta 50 engines, which 

have higher idle flows. The trial data for Stannator is shown in parentheses 

as there is some doubt about the state of charge readings taken on the 

day.  

The “Diesel” fuel flows for the three series hybrid boats, shown in italics, 

were predicted imagining the boats to be fitted with Beta 43 engines. The 

lower energy levels required for these boats, which travelled at a lower 

average speed than the standard diesel boats, was balanced by the 

higher idle fuel consumption. There is, no doubt, an optimal speed for a 

diesel powered boat, which this model could be used to predict. 

Further work could look at how the parallel hybrid is utilized, as electricity 

should only be generated while the engine is running to drive the boat. 

Furthermore, the way that the system was used on Mordiford Dragon 

during the trial was suboptimal because the battery was fully charged 

and during the river section the battery was being charged only slowly. 

The model does not, currently, reflect the complexities of recharging lead 

based batteries. 
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CO2 Emissions 

Emissions on the Trial 

From this modelling, the pattern of fuel consumptions and hence CO2 

emissions can be calculated. To do this, the average for the (measured) 

fuel consumption of the three diesel boats, was used. For the parallel and 

serial hybrid boats, the modelled fuel consumption was used, with and 

without the solar contribution available on the day of the trial. 

Knowing the fuel usage, the calculation uses a figure of 2.6 kg of CO2 for 

each litre of diesel burned. This has been simply extended to include the 

possible use of HVO fuel which, the suppliers advise, is 90% carbon neutral. 

 

 CO2 using normal fuel CO2 using HVO 

 No solar With solar No solar With solar 

Diesel Boats 29.2  2.92  

Parallel Hybrid 16.7 13.7 1.7 1.4 

Serial Hybrid 9.6 6.8 1.0 0.7 

Table 9 - Carbon Dioxide Emissions (kg) 

 

With solar contributions available on the day, these figures were reduced 

slightly, with the solar augmented serial hybrid boats using one quarter of 

the fuel. On sunnier days, or allowing the sunshine to charge batteries that 

were allowed to run down, a higher proportion of solar energy would 

reduce the CO2 emissions further. 
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Comparative Figures 

It is hard to envisage a kilogram of gas, and difficult to grasp the detail of 

fuel flows under different operating conditions. Also, the trial was carried 

out at a gentle pace and it is not evident how speed affects the 

emissions. This section relates the CO2 emissions to cars, with which we are 

more familiar. 

For this simple comparison, the rule of thumb developed earlier in the 

report has been used. That is, parallel hybrids use about half, and a serial 

hybrid will use about a third, of the fuel of a conventional boat. 

The fleet-wide emissions target for cars is currently 95 g/km. A narrowboat 

may be 15 times heavier, but we travel 15 times more slowly so this is not 

such a foolish comparison! Using car emission levels as our yardstick, the 

emissions for three different propulsion systems, and two fuels, over a 

range of speeds is shown below: 

 

Speed (mph) 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Conventional diesel 2.79 3.21 4.36 6.59 10.28 15.77 

Parallel hybrid 1.39 1.60 2.18 3.30 5.14 7.89 

Serial hybrid 0.93 1.07 1.45 2.20 3.43 5.26 

Conventional diesel with HVO 0.28 0.32 0.44 0.66 1.03 1.58 

Parallel hybrid with HVO 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.33 0.51 0.79 

Serial hybrid with HVO 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.22 0.34 0.53 

Table 10 - CO2 Emissions Compared to Car Target 

 

For example, a parallel hybrid boat travelling at 4 mph will emit 3.3 times 

more CO2 on a journey than a car travelling the same distance. All the 

conditions where narrowboats emit more than cars are shown in red. 

This chart does not match the IWA goals of zero emissions, but it does go 

to show that we can significantly reduce our carbon footprint with existing 

technology.  
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Domestic Issues 

The trial covered a single cruise, and the only meal taken during the day 

was a sandwich lunch eaten on the move. No attempt was made to 

consider the domestic energy requirements to run the boat systems, cook 

meals, cool food or provide hot water. 

Waste heat recovery, using the calorifier circuit from the diesel engines or 

generators, will improve the overall system efficiency for these operations. 

To put it another way, those who cruise on pure electric power may have 

a cold shower at the end of the day! 
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Conclusions 

The preliminary conclusions drawn from the first assessment of the data 

were: 

• All the Ortomarine boats in the trial completed the day’s cruise 

without incident. 

• Four boats travelled upstream on the Severn using electric power 

only, when conditions were “Amber”.  

• Perseverance was the only hybrid boat to run its generator on the 

river. This was done out of “an abundance of caution” because this 

was only its second day on the water. 

• The fleet typically operated between 2.5 and 2.8 mph on the 

canal, using between 2 and 3.5 kW. 

• Two boats, Oyster Moon and Perseverance, used HVO fuel, with no 

impact on their operation.  The experienced helmsman driving 

Oyster Moon on HVO was very impressed with the clean burn of the 

fuel, the performance and the lack of diesel fumes in locks. 

• The fuel consumption of the diesel and HVO powered boats was 

the same, within the accuracy of the trial measurements. 

• Shutting down a diesel engine when working through locks was 

found to reduce the fuel consumption only marginally, the 

difference being within the accuracy of the trial measurement. 

• The solar array on Hunky Dory generated 2.9 kWh of energy, even 

though the conditions were overcast for most of the day. All other 

boats with solar panels generated proportionally similar amounts of 

energy. 

• The acceleration and stopping performance was affected more by 

the helmsman’s technique than by the propulsion system. 

• Only one boat out of the fleet of eight stopped within one boat 

length. They all stopped within two boat lengths. 
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Following analysis, further conclusions were: 

• There is a tendency for the static electrical load of hybrid boats to 

be higher than conventionally powered boats, due probably to the 

adoption of “white goods” domestic appliances. 

• Electric boats create less noise than conventional boats, and can 

be so quiet that the only sound is that of the wash. 

• With careful design, the generator on a serial hybrid boat can be 

almost inaudible. 

• Normalization can be used to compensate for differences in hull 

length and displacement, but as the boats involved in the trial were 

similar, the effect was small. 

• The speed of river flow was computed, and points of higher and 

lower flow between Worcester and the canal junction were 

identified. 

• Power measurements can be used to identify locations for 

dredging and hence reduce the overall cost of dredging 

operations. 

• The average effective flow difference on the River Severn was 

about 1 mph, compared to the hull resistance on the canal. 

• Parallel Hybrid installations can halve the fuel burned compared 

with a standard diesel installation. 

• Serial Hybrid installations can reduce the fuel burned to one third 

that of a standard diesel installation. 

• The sunshine available on the day of the trial provided as much as 

one third of the energy used during the cruise. 

• Using HVO fuel will reduce the CO2 emissions by 90% compared 

with normal diesel fuel. 

• The trial indicates that HVO fuel consumption, by volume, may be 

fractionally lower than diesel fuel consumption. 

• A solar augmented, serial hybrid boat using HVO fuel, would have 

reduced CO2 emissions from 29 kg to 0.7 kg; a factor of 40. 

• A model has been developed which allows the fuel consumption, 

and hence CO2 emissions, of normal diesel, parallel hybrid and 

serial hybrid boats to be predicted. 

• Narrowboats compare badly with international emissions targets for 

motor cars, but the technology demonstrated on this trial shows we 

can exceed those targets. 

• The model could be developed further by more detailed modelling 

of the motor and its controller, of the propeller, of diesel idle fuel 

flows and of lead battery recharging characteristics. 
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Data Normalization 

Where power figures are compared between boats, a normalization has 

been included, based on the speed-length formulae, thus: 

𝑃
𝐿2

𝑀
= 𝑈3 

 

𝑃 (
𝐿

𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑓
)

2

(
𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑀
) = 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 

The reference length was 17.308m (taken from Mordiford Dragon’s data) 

and 18 tonnes displacement. 

For a given power, the normalized power is adjusted slightly. The 

compensation is small, as shown here: 

 

Boat Normalization 

Here We Go Again 0.958 

Mokoro 1.014 

Oyster Moon 0.992 

Mordiford Dragon 0.971 

Stannator 0.967 

Hunky Dory 0.981 

Old Nick 0.979 

Perseverance 1.083 

Table 11 - Normalization Coefficients 

To give an example, Perseverance is lighter than 18 tonnes, and longer 

than Mordiford Dragon, both of which should reduce the power required 

at a given speed. The two factors combined mean that she should use 

8.3% less power at the same speed. 
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Data Processing 

The manually recorded parameters, and boat characteristics, were 

collated in a spreadsheet and basic functions applied. The data files from 

the Victron VRM system were downloaded, together with screen shots of 

the display screens to provide confirmation of the finishing values. 

Hull Dimensions and Displacement 

From the design information available for Tyler Wilson and Alexander 

Boats hulls, the difference between the Length Over All (LOA) and Load 

Waterline (LWL) was deducted from the known LOA to yield a waterline 

length. The uxter plate was ignored from the LWL calculation, being taken 

as the point where the bow enters the water to the aft end of the stern 

swim. 

Again, reviewing the drawings the lengths of the bow and stern swims 

were deducted from the LWL length to give the length of the parallel part 

of the hull, and it was the depth of the baseplate at each end of this part 

of the hull that was measured to find the displacement. Allowances for 

the swims was included (from area measurements taken from the hull 

CAD drawings). 

VRM Data Processing 

VRM data is nominally recorded every minute, although the intervals are 

not consistent with a few short intervals of as little as 2 seconds. The data 

includes a large number of parameters that are not relevant to this 

analysis. For example, whether a battery overheat alarm has come on, or 

the state of some system relays. Finally, the parameter naming varies 

between boats so, for all these reasons, a per-boat data preparation was 

essential. 

Analysis Algorithms 

All VRM processing was carried out using a Python script making use of 

the Pandas library for import of data and Numpy for analysis algorithms. 

Plotting used the Matplotlib library, using a standardized set of colours to 

identify each boat. 
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Latitude and Longitude 

The GPS tracks provided by VRM were good, and the speed values 

provided by VRM were also found to be good. A quick measure of the 

route using Google Earth (17,596 m) was used to check the velocity 

measurements and the integrated velocities came out close to the right 

value. 

Boat Distance (km) 

(calculated from velocity data) 

Hunky Dory  16.008 

Perseverance  15.606 

Old Nick  15.240 

Mordiford Dragon  16.588 

Stannator  17.281 

Table 12 - Computed Distances 

 

The VRM data was examined in more detail, to see if there was a reason 

for this consistent under-reading. Apart from obvious gaps in the data (for 

example, no GPS data was recorded when under the motorway tunnel) 

there was a high number of zero speed values, where the boat was 

actually moving slowly. The cause was traced to a difference in the 

velocity recordings between the older, diesel and parallel hybrid boats, 

and the three newer serial hybrid boats. Here are distribution histograms 

for the recorded velocity values (in the source units of m/s): 

 

  

Figure 26 – Oyster Moon Speed Distibution 
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Figure 27 - Mordiford Dragon Speed Distibution 

  

Figure 28 - Stannator Speed Distibution 

  

igure 29 – Hunky Dory Speed Distibution 
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Figure 30 – Old Nick Speed Distibution 

 

Figure 31 - Perseverance Speed Distibution 

The first three plots show significant number of readings below 0.25 m/s, 

and a continuous distribution above this level. The recorded values are 

downloaded with a resolution of 0.01 m/s. For the latter three plots, there 

is a clear gap between the minimum value of 0.15 m/s and zero. This has 

the attractive characteristic of showing zero movement in locks (whereas 

the first two boats record small speeds while in a lock). At the same time, 

these three boats record data with an estimated resolution of 0.0513 m/s, 

which is what causes the “comb” effect in the data. That is, values of 

0.87, 0.93 and 0.98 m/s can be recorded, but 0.90 or 0.94 will never be 

seen. 
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This resolution issue was corrected by adding half the resolution increment 

to the non-zero speeds for the three serial hybrid boats. This reduced the 

overall distance integral error as shown below. The residual error is 

probably due to the velocities below 0.25 m/s being presented as zero. 

 

Boat Distance (km) Corrected Distance 

Hunky Dory  16.008 16.476 

Perseverance  15.606 16.058 

Old Nick  15.240 15.694 

Mordiford Dragon  16.588 

Stannator  17.281 

Table 13 - Computed Distances with Corrections 

 

Velocity Data 

A brief exercise was carried out to check that the speed values matched 

the change in latitude and longitude. The match was good, and far more 

credible speed values were recorded by the Victron system than could 

be obtained from differentiating the position, so the only correction 

applied was that listed above. 

Speeds were converted from m/s to mph for familiarity. 

Segmentation 

The data was cut into three segments for analysis, namely at the moorings 

at Worcester, travelling on the river and travelling on the canal. These 

segments were identified from the latitude and longitude data, and using 

a nominal period to allow for tying up at the moorings for those boats 

which arrived on the day. 

The river start was set at 52.1932 N (giving a “start line” between the river 

moorings and the railway bridge, at which time the boats were just 

getting under way. The canal start was set at 52.2374 N, and the end used 

a longitude of 2.124 W, passing under the marina bridge. This was short of 

the marina entrance because at the end of the trial some boats were 

queued between the bridge and the marina, waiting for the sound tests 

to be completed. 

 


